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Abstract
In the paper, a new mechanism for Software-Defined Networking (SDN) flow aggregation accompa-
nied with multipath transmission is proposed. The aggregation results in a low number of flow entries in
core switches. This type of scalability improvement of flow processing is obtained thanks to application
of the procedure based on introduction of centrally managed MPLS label distribution performed by an
SDN controller. Moreover, multipath transmission improves network resource utilization.
The proposed mechanism does not involve definition of new protocols. It neither needs application
of legacy signalling protocols. Only simple modifications of the existing solutions, assured by flexibility
of OpenFlow, are necessary. Additionally, the mechanism significantly reduces communication between
the controller and switches, thus enabling a fine-grained flow-level control. Furthermore, the proposed
solution can be incrementally deployed in legacy networks. The simulations show that a number of
flow entries in core switches can be reduced as much as of 96%, while the overall network traffic is
increased by about 32%. Moreover, the number of OpenFlow messages is reduced by about 98%.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In legacy networks, packets traverse the metric-related best single path between a pair of source
and destination nodes. When a congestion appears on this path, its route should be changed.
However, a modification of even a single metric (weight) can be disruptive to a whole network
due to scalability issues: (a) update of routing tables takes a considerable amount of time, and
(b) it is likely to cause reordering or packet dropping, thus decreasing the performance of TCP [1].
Obviously, the more changes are introduced, the larger chaos is observed. On the other hand, the
well known fact is that in almost any network there is at least one concurrent path alternative to
the one used. This fact enables to counteract the mentioned congestion problem with the so-called
multipath transmission. Various multipath transmission methods can be performed in different
network layers [2], [3]. Apart from using additional paths, this type of transmission assumes that
the routing is semi-independent of current link weights. Nowadays, the most popular solution
for establishing such paths is the Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) enabling flexible traffic
engineering [4]. However, MPLS paths are established for a long-time scale and large amounts
of data. Therefore, although these paths can be periodically reoptimized, such a process again
results in disruption of existing traffic and typically does not take into account present utilization
of links.
Disruption-free transmission of packets using a path that can be changed with the fine granu-
larity of time or data volumes is solved by introduction of the flow-based forwarding in Software-
Defined Networking (SDN) [5], [6]. Unfortunately, application of flow-based switches supporting
fine-grained flow-level control results in increase of unmanageable flow table sizes, providing
scalability problems. This fact hinders flow-based forwarding due to storage limitations and
lookup delays. Such a problem has already been noticed with introduction of the OpenFlow pro-
tocol [7], [8]. The issue has been addressed and, notably, Ternary Content Addressable Memory
(TCAM) is used for storing flow entries [9], [10], [11]. Moreover, a centralized management
approach can create significant signaling overhead, especially when the reactive mode for flow
installation is used. Then, extensive communication between an SDN controller and switches is
required [12]. Early benchmarks show that controllers are unable to handle a huge number of
requests [13], [14]. This problem is mostly burdening in Data Center (DC) environments, where
enormous numbers of flows are present [15], [16]. On the other hand, the proactive mode can
be advantageous, but such a solution is traded off with precision of traffic management. Another
scalability problem is related to flow installation time in hardware switches. This time can reach
sub-10 ms latency levels at best [12].
We propose to further reduce the size of flow tables in the core of a network, which supports
multipath transmission. Simultaneously, we minimize signalling requirements. The mechanism
is based on tagging flows with the MPLS approach, where forwarding of packets is performed
on the basis of labels. However, any tagging mechanism (e.g., VLANs) could be used. In the
proposed mechanism the distribution of labels is not supported by Label Distribution Protocol
(LDP) or Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP). Instead, we use OpenFlow. Also, Segment
Routing [17] can provide such a functionality. The proposed mechanism explores only the
existing off-the-shelf solutions (MPLS, SDN, OSPF/IS-IS, LLDP) by originally combining the
following two elements. (1) Multipath transmission enabling a better network resource utilization
based on fast reaction to network condition changes. Thus, we ensure that a congestion appearing
on a link when other links are underutilized is solved by on-demand and automated path
recalculation. (2) MPLS-based flow aggregation enabling decrease of flow tables in switches
centrally managed by an SDN controller. The forwarding decision on traffic flows destined to a
selected node is based on a single label in a whole network.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the justification behind introduction of
the proposed mechanism. Section III introduces the mechanism and its architecture, that is the
solution for a centralized path set-up optimization supporting IP flows. Section IV describes the
evaluation details, including the tools used and performance results. Also mechanism scalability
is discussed. Section V contains a review of the related work together with a comparison of
our approach and the ones presented before. Section VI summarizes the paper with concise
conclusions.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MOTIVATION BEHIND THE MECHANISM
In this section, we briefly describe drivers for the proposed mechanism. This relates to three
important problems appearing in networks operating with the flow-forwarding scheme, namely:
(a) scalability of flow tables at switches in the core of the network, (b) link congestions, and
(c) flow installation overhead.
A. Flow Aggregation
Flow-based forwarding supports effective traffic distinction and management. However, this
approach suffers from a huge number of flow entries that need to be maintained by each flow-
forwarding node. It is a well-known fact that TCAM is the most suitable memory technology
for flow storing and forwarding [5]. However, it is very expensive, consumes a lot of energy,
and can store a limited number of entries only [18], [9], [10], [11], [19]. The last drawback is
most important from the viewpoint of TCAM applications. The number of entries which has to
be served by a switch strongly depends on a level of network aggregation hierarchy.
We distinguish the two types of flow-based switches performing flow forwarding, and divide
network nodes into: (a) Provider Edge (PE) nodes; and (b) Provider (P) core nodes. In Fig. 1, we
present an example of a network topology where consecutive nodes perform traffic aggregation.
Let us suppose that the whole traffic from ingress (domain entrance) nodes, i.e., PEN1 to PENJ
and PEM1 to PEMK , is directed to egress (domain exit) nodes PE-D1 and PE-D2. The ingress
nodes represent an access layer. A number of active flow entries in each PE is depicted in red,
for example PEN1 stores ND11 + N
D2
1 flow entries, where indices D1 and D2 represent which
egress node the flows are directed to. At the first core layer, we observe a significant increase
of the number of flows coming from the access layer. For instance, node P1 maintains as many
as
∑J
j=1(N
D1
j +N
D2
j ) flows. In the second core layer, many more flow entries has to be served:∑J
j=1(N
D1
j +N
D2
j ) +
∑K
k=1(M
D1
k +M
D2
k ).
One of the main aims of the proposed mechanism is to reduce a number of flow entries in
core switches (P nodes). Let us consider only flows directed to networks accessible via PE-D1.
Since all flows from the access layer are directed to the single egress node (PE-D1), they can be
represented by a single global label. If we consider two destinations, namely PE-D1 and PE-D2,
we have to use two global labels. Due to our mechanism, ingress PE nodes are responsible for
tagging each flow directed to a given destination egress PE node with a global unique label
representing a particular egress node. In such the case, the number of flow entries is limited to
exactly two per each P node in each core layer (depicted with blue). The number of flow entries
in the access layer remains unchanged.
B. Multipath Transmission
Since network traffic volume is continuously growing, one can expect that at some moment any
network will experience congestions. To avoid this problem, one can use alternative paths leading
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Fig. 1. Network structure and the related numbers of flows.
to the same destination in the network. It is typical for mesh networks, that they contain more
than one path between each source and destination. Such concurrent paths can be completely
or partially disjoint. The use of concurrent paths can mitigate the problem of congested links.
However, most of the legacy routing protocols do not implement multipath transmission. If they
support multipath transmission, it is only based on Equal Cost MultiPath (ECMP) [20]. The
notable exception amongst routing protocols is related to Cisco’s EIGRP which can concurrently
use paths with different costs [21].
Our mechanism aims to use multipath transmission together with flow aggregation to avoid
congestions in flow-based forwarding networks. Our proposal exploits many paths between
same source-destination pair, but these paths do not need to be characterized with equal costs.
Moreover, new paths are activated on demand only, that is, when a congestion appears and they
do not tear down existing flows. Our mechanism searches the whole network to find the best new
path avoiding congested links. The proposed solution extensively uses an aggregation procedure
based on tagging with labels.
The concept of our multipath-based approach is here described with a simple exemplary
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Fig. 2. Example used to explain the concept of multipath transmission adapted in the paper.
network presented in Fig. 2. Sources of traffic are connected to the ingress node PES, while
destination networks are attached to the egress node PED. One can observe that there exists a
few paths connecting PES and PED nodes. Let us suppose that a routing procedure has chosen
the path going through core node P11. Being in line with our aggregation procedure, label L1
has been distributed enabling transfer along links marked with this label. All flows going from
PES to PED traverse this path and they are stamped with MPLS label L1. All switches on the
path forward packets according to this label. Now, in some moment a congestion appears on the
link marked with a red cross. Our mechanism finds an alternative path (here: PES-P21-P22-PED)
and distributes a new label L2 which will be used for packet forwarding. When all switches
on this new path get this new label, ingress node PES starts to mark new flows with label L2.
The existing flows are still marked with label L1 and they still traverse the old path, namely
PES-P11-PED. The number of these flows is denoted by N1 and does not increase. Label L2
is used by the number of flows denoted as N2, and this number may increase since new flows
arrive to the network. When next congestions appear in some links (in our example, the next
congestion is indicated with a purple cross, and the subsequent one is indicated with a blue
cross), new paths are found and new labels are distributed (L3 and L4, respectively). The similar
scenario takes place after all congestions occur: existing flows use labels L1 and L2, while new
flows use L3, and then — label L4 (after the third congestion). The numbers of flows: N1, N2,
N3, related to the existing flows (using L1, L2, L3 labels, respectively) tend to decrease. Number
N4 of new flows may vary, but is likely to increase.
Thanks to the use of the flow-forwarding paradigm it is possible to distinguish existing flows
from the new ones. Only a single active label is used for tagging new arriving flows directed to
the same destination. The old labels are used for forwarding all flows existing before different
congestions appeared. The tagging mechanism enables keeping existing flows on previously
selected paths when the routing process chooses new paths between the given source-destination
nodes. This mechanism also prevents increase of a number of flows from a particular source
going via a congested link.
C. Flow Installation
In SDN networks, two flow installation modes are available: reactive and proactive. In the
former, each new flow reaching a switch generates signaling between the controller and an
ingress switch resulting in on-demand rule installation, while in the latter forwarding rules are
installed before flows arrive to the switch. A combination of these two modes is also possible.
The reactive flow insertion allows for flexible and fine-grained network management. However,
such the approach involves a few serious limitations. First of all, every packet that does not have
a match in a flow table of a switch has to be forwarded to an SDN controller. Then, the controller
has to define actions for this packet and install a new rule for the next packets belonging to the
particular flow in the switch. This situation may lead to overload of a controller with signalling
messages Packet_IN, especially in networks where a huge number of flows and switches is
present, e.g., in DCs [15], [16]. Also, other limitations have to be taken into account, therefore
a limited number of requests per time unit can be handled by a single controller [13], [14],
thus decreasing network scalability. The reactive mode introduces an additional delay for every
first packet of a new flow when it is forwarded to the controller. Moreover, it is likely that
packets belonging to a single flow can arrive with such a high frequency that the installation of
a forwarding rule in a switch takes place after many packets from the same flow arrive. This
results in triggering many unnecessary Packet_IN messages, causing further overload of the
controller. Such the behavior can be exploited to attack an SDN controller.
On the other hand, the proactive flow insertion mode can easily mitigate these problems. It
requires an advance knowledge about all traffic matches that could arrive into a switch. However,
flexibility and precision of traffic control is lost in this case. Usually proactive rules are more
general than those defined in reactive mode. This results from lack of knowledge about all traffic
matches.
Existing flow-based switches suffer from the delays related to flow entry insertion into TCAM.
This problem is mainly related to a weak management CPU and a slow communication channel
present between the management of CPU and a switching chipset [12], [22], [23]. These delays
are especially cumbersome when network operates in the reactive mode [14].
In the proposed mechanism, we limit signaling overhead, yet we still assume to apply a fine-
grained flow forwarding. To install a new flow, we do not need to communicate with the SDN
controller. This way, we exclude Packet_IN messages. A controller proactively installs only
rules for flow aggregates in a dedicated flow table in PE. Based on these patterns, a switch
itself installs fine-grained flows without necessity to communicate with the controller. An SDN
controller performs maintenance and modification only of aggregation rules. The mentioned
modifications take place not often, i.e., only when a congestion appears and new paths are
required. Introduction of these rules is feasible due to definition of a dedicated flow table. The
detailed explanation of aggregation rules and switch behavior is given in Section III.
III. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE MECHANISM
Concerning the previously given partitioning of the switches, our mechanism assumes that:
• Provider Edge (PE) nodes map flows to MPLS labels; and
• Provider (P) core nodes only forward packets according to MPLS labels.
We define a source-client network (SCN) and a destination-client network (DCN) as networks
where sources and destinations of traffic are located, respectively. SCNs and DCNs are accessible
via PE nodes only.
To effectively map flows to the labels, the SDN controller builds and maintains a map of
the physical topology and stores it in the form of the Link State Database (LSDB). LSDB is
modified when a congestion starts to appear, i.e., link metrics are changed. The SDN controller
calculates the best path only for pairs of PE nodes. The reverse Dijkstra algorithm (described in
Section III-D) is used to perform this task. For each PE, the controller allocates a global MPLS
label representing a particular PE node. Then, the labels accompanied with information about
proper output interfaces (obtained due to executing the shortest-path algorithm) are populated to
each node. When a packet belonging to a particular flow reaches an ingress PE node, it is tagged
with a proper MPLS label and subsequently it is forwarded to a pre-selected interface. This label
indicates the egress PE node via which a particular DCN is reachable. Therefore, each node on
the path will use a given label to reach the related particular PE node. Moreover, the same label
will be used by any node in the whole network to reach the specified egress PE node. Such the
approach results in flow aggregation and significant reduction of flow table entries in P nodes.
The proposed mechanism supports fast reaction to changes in traffic conditions. The SDN
controller periodically collects utilization of links, and when any congestion in the network is
recognized, the controller increases metrics of the overutilized links. Then, the reverse Dijkstra
algorithm is recalculated for new flows that can appear between each pair of PE nodes. A new
label for each PE is allocated. The controller populates all nodes with new labels and the related
output interfaces. Therefore, only new flows use the new labels (i.e., the new paths). All the
existing (old) flows are forwarded using the previously allocated labels (i.e., previously calculated
paths). Such the approach stabilizes the flow forwarding process and introduces the multipath
transmission. That is, between a selected source-destination PE pair the existing flows traverse
the old paths and the newly recognized flows are redirected to the new paths.
The proposed management system running at the SDN controller (see Fig. 3) is logically
divided into the two components:
• Measurement Component responsible for gathering link utilization and modification of
metrics; and
• Label Allocator Component calculating paths and distributing MPLS labels.
Below, first we describe the way the packets and flows are processed in various types of network
nodes, and then we describe the operation of the both defined components responsible for defining
how the nodes should process the data.
A. Flow Processing in PE and P Nodes
Each PE node implements flow-based forwarding. The way the flows are defined is neutral
from the viewpoint of our mechanism. For instance, a traditional 5-tuple (source and destination
adresses/ports with the L4 protocol) can be used.
In accordance with the OpenFlow specification, we propose to use the two flow tables in each
PE node. The Detailed Flow Table (DFT) stores the detailed information on active flows. The
Coarse Flow Table (CFT) contains the mapping between DCNs and pairs (output MPLS
label, output interface). Thus, when a packet reaches a PE node, it is processed
following the pipeline shown in Fig. 4.
We consider the following two cases.
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Fig. 3. The proposed mechanism.
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Fig. 4. Packet processing pipeline in an edge (PE) node.
1) If a packet (P1 in the figure) matches an existing flow in the DFT, then this packet is
processed according to the list of actions present for such an entry. That is, the packet is
tagged with a selected MPLS label and forwarded to the indicated output interface.
2) If a packet (P2 in the figure) does not match DFT, then this packet is redirected to the
CFT. It contains entries composed of a DCN and a list of actions (i.e., push a pre-defined
MPLS label and direct the packet to a pre-selected output interface). Thus, when the match
is found, the specified actions on the packet are performed and the detailed flow entry is
created in the DFT. The entry is based on information gathered from the packet’s header
fields. Hence, for the new flow defined on the basis of this header, the entry action list is
copied from the CFT. Idle timeout of this entry is set to a finite pre-defined value. The
issue of timeouts setting and usage is explained in detail in Subsection III-E.
In legacy OpenFlow protocol only an SDN controller may insert flow entries into flow tables.
As mentioned before, such the procedure may lead to a storm of Packet_IN messages received
by a controller. When we consider huge networks carrying millions of flows, the reactive flow
insertion may lead to overload of the controller. Therefore, in our mechanism we improve the
standard operations of the OpenFlow protocol, and in result we reduce the number of messages
exchanged between the controller and switches. The CFT contains general rules indicating how
flows should be processed. These rules in some way are persistent and are updated by a controller,
only when a congestion appears. The number of CFT entries is related to the number of DCNs.
Insertion of a particular granular flow entry into DFT is made by PE switch on its own (as
presented in Fig. 4). The proposed improvement removes the need to use Packet_IN messages,
but still enables reactive treatment of flows.
For P nodes, only a single flow table is required. When a packet reaches such a node, this
packet is matched on the basis of a label only. Then, the packet is sent out to a proper output
interface with exactly the same label. If a legacy MPLS router is used as a P node, such a node
performs only the ordinary label swapping operation (the output label is swapped to the input
label).
B. Measurement and Label Allocator Components
The Measurement Component (MC) periodically retrieves data from link counters. The col-
lected data is used to calculate the bandwidth utilization at links. There are two utilization
thresholds configured: warning (WarnTh) and congestion (CongTh). The latter is determined
with a value larger than the former. Each time the amount of the traffic throughput (Tput)
exceeds one of the defined thresholds, the MC changes a link metric in the LSDB stored by the
Label Allocator Component (LAC). We propose the three following values of the configurable
link metrics related to the threshold values. (1) NORM: Normal Metric (a default IGP metric)
for the link utilization with value not greater than the WarnTh threshold; (2) WARN: Warning
Metric for the link utilization with value between the WarnTh and CongTh threshold; (3) CONG:
Congestion Metric for the link utilization exceeding the CongTh threshold.
LAC builds and maintains LSDB. Each time the MC changes any link metric, the recalculation
of the shortest paths is triggered for each of the PE nodes treated as a root. The number of such
recalculations can be limited to some PE nodes only. We use reverse Dijkstra algorithm based on
the Dijkstra algorithm. Below, in Sec. III-D we describe this process in detail. After recalculation,
a new label set is allocated. The maximum size of this set equals the number of PE nodes. After
consecutive recalculations of the reverse Dijkstra algorithm, only one unique label represents a
destination PE for new flows. The existing flows are still forwarded with the previously allocated
labels.
As presented in Sec. III-A, for PE nodes the CFT table is updated and filled in by the SDN
controller. The CFT contains entries composed of an address of a DCN and a list of actions (i.e.,
push MPLS label and send it to an output interface) with infinite timeout. Each time recalculation
of the reverse Dijkstra algorithm is triggered, it results in the CFT update. The old list of actions
for each DCN is replaced with a new label and a new output interface (based on the structure
of the new shortest-path tree).
After the recalculation, new label entries in flow tables are proactively installed in the P nodes
as well. A single entry of this kind contains a match based only on a new input MPLS label
and the forwarding action: the output interface is based on the currently calculated shortest-path
tree. The idle timeout is set to infinity.
C. Possible Extensions
The proposed mechanism does not limit functionalities which are present in OpenFlow. All
OpenFlow actions still can be performed. The only aspect which differs our solution from the
standard OpenFlow behavior consists in adding the Insert Flow action. This action is taken
by a switch itself and results in a flow insertion into DFT on the basis of an entry transferred
from CFT.
The match rule present in CFT does not need to be based on a destination network only.
It can be composed of any combination of fields and wildcards supported by OpenFlow. In
Fig. 5 we depicted a few exemplary match rules. Let us consider three packets arriving to the
switch, i.e., P1, P2, P3. All of them does not match any entry in DFT, thus they are redirected
to CFT. P1 and P2 are destined to the same network, but P1 also matches an extended rule
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Fig. 5. Extension of Coarse Flow Table.
with a destination Layer 4 port, hence it is send out to a different output port with a different
label (Label1, Out1) than in the case of P2 (Label2, Out2). Such the approach allows to
serve distinct applications in a specific way. Another possibility of packet serving is a usage of
the DSCP field to fulfill QoS requirements. It is also possible to control traffic directly by an
SDN controller. If there is a particular type of traffic that is expected to be managed by an SDN
controller, CFT should posses a Table Miss entry. This entry allows to generate a Packet_IN
message. After packet is analysed, a controller installs an appropriate entry in DFT.
D. Reverse Dijkstra: the Recalculation Algorithm
Whenever a congestion appears, calculation of new paths avoiding the overloaded links is
needed. For finding these new paths, a form of the Dijkstra algorithm is used. In the proposed
mechanism, we do not need to perform path recalculation for all network nodes. To decide for
which PE nodes this recalculation is necessary, the mechanism starts the investigation of labels
used by the packets transferred via the link at which a new overload has just been recognized.
Each of these labels indicates a specific destination PE node, called thereupon an ‘affected
PE’ node. To avoid the negative impact of the experienced congestion, new paths directed to
the affected PEs should be found. Consequently, the new labels have to be allocated. For the
non-affected PE nodes, path recalculation and label reallocation are not needed.
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Fig. 6. An example for the reverse Dijkstra procedure.
In the presented mechanism, we calculate paths from the perspective of each affected PE node
treated as a root. However, the weights used in the shortest-path algoritm are related to the links
directed in the opposite way (i.e., towards the root). Therefore, we call this procedure ‘reverse
Dijkstra’. For better explanation how this procedure works, in Fig. 6 we present an examplary
network topology together with the obtained reverse Dijkstra tree. The destination PE (a root
for the reverse Dijkstra calculation) is colored with orange (node 1). A metric of each link for
each direction is depicted in Fig. 6a. For example, if we consider connection between nodes 1
and 2, a regular Dijkstra algorithm uses metric 1, while the reverse Dijkstra will use metric 7. In
Fig. 6b the outcome of the whole reverse Dijkstra procedure is presented in the form of the tree
with the used metrics. With blue arrows we indicated the traffic direction. MPLS label directed
to the destination node 1 will be distributed down the reverse Dijkstra tree. In case of a regular
Dijkstra algorithm one has to perform six Dijstra calculations using nodes 2-7 as roots.
E. Flow Garbage Procedure
Flow tables require maintenance to remove unused entries. We propose to apply a standard
OpenFlow procedure for flow entry removal from the DFTs in PE nodes. That is, an idle timeout
counter is used for this purpose. Some finite value is assigned for each flow present in DFT,
while rules placed in CFT always have infinite timeout.
For the P nodes we propose a procedure aligned with the current functionality of OpenFlow.
Namely, when an SDN controller calculates new paths and allocates a new label to a particular
egress PE, the related entries are proactively installed with infinite idle timeout into forwarding
tables of P switches belonging to these paths. Simultaneously, in P switches, the controller
modifies previous rules destined to this PE (identified by previously allocated labels), i.e., the
controller changes only timeout timers from infinity to a finite value. Thus, all existing flows
are forwarded without changes. When old flows end, their idle timeout counters will exceed and
the removal of such flows from the flow tables will take place. When all the flows related to a
particular label expire in all P nodes, this label returns to the pool of available labels used by
the SDN controller. The infinite value set to the idle timeout of flow entries in P switches is
needed to sustain readiness to handle flows, even after a long absence of any related traffic.
F. Integration with Existing Off-the-Shelf Technologies
A full upgrade of network devices may result in huge capital expenditures for an operator.
An incremental approach can span this task in time. In this subsection, we summarize the ideas
how to integrate our mechanism with existing off-the-shelf technologies.
In the proposed system, we distinguish two types of network nodes: PE and P. The former has
to be upgraded, while the latter may be a legacy MPLS router. The PE nodes have to operate with
flow-based forwarding, thus they have to work in accordance with the proposed functionalities
(i.e., OpenFlow switches will conform to the procedure of a flow insertion between tables, as
shown in Fig 4).
Since in our mechanism P nodes forward traffic according to MPLS labels, a network operator
does not need to replace legacy routers if they support MPLS. The labels used in our mechanism
have the global meaning. The application of centralized management offered by SDN controllers
enables synchronization of label distribution to all the P and PE nodes. An SDN controller
distributes a unique global label related to a particular egress PE node, and then a simple label
swapping is applied. The input label has to be swapped to the same label. Each time a controller
recalculates paths and allocates new labels, it reconfigures static Label Switched Path (LSP),
hence a static label binding can be used. In such the case an SDN controller may configure
routers using for instance NetConf, SNMP, XMPP or Segment Routing. Standard signalling
mechanisms, such as LDP, RSVP, cannot be applied because due to these mechanisms MPLS
labels are assigned by each node independently of others, and in consequence the labels have a
local meaning only.
TABLE I
SIGNALING PROTOCOLS BETWEEN AN SDN CONTROLLER AND NETWORK NODES.
Counter readouts Flow
management
Topology
discoveryPush Pull
NetFlow OpenFlow OpenFlow LLDP
IPFIX SNMP SNMP OSPF
sFlow NetConf IS-IS
jFlow XMPP
Segment Routing
Since our solution represents a measurement-driven mechanism, it needs to collect some link
statistics. They can be gathered and communicated with use of various protocols depending on
functionality supported by switches and routers, and the assumed method of obtaining counter
readouts (i.e., push or pull). For the push method, protocols such as NetFlow, IPFIX, sFlow,
jFlow may be used. These protocols are designed to periodically report traffic statistics. For the
pull method, one can apply OpenFlow or SNMP. These protocols offer on-demand acquisition
of statistics.
As controllers have to maintain LSDBs, they need to discover the network topology. Informa-
tion collected from the well-known protocols such as LLDP, OSPF, IS-IS can be used to build
LSDB in an SDN controller. In Tab. I we summarize some market-available protocols that can
be applied with our mechanism.
IV. EVALUATION
This section presents simulation setups and results for performance evaluation of the proposed
mechanism. All the tests were run on ns-3 simulator [24]. To conduct the evaluation, we imple-
mented components described in Sec. III. A new MPLS module offering concurrent processing
of IP packets and MPLS frames was implemented as well. Moreover, we have added features
enabling: SDN-based central management of a network, LSDB maintenance, the reverse Dijkstra
algorithm calculation, the new MPLS label distribution procedure, and functionalities related to
the Measurement Component.
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Fig. 7. US backbone network used in the numerical evaluation. The yellow vertices represent SCNs/DCNs.
We used the US backbone network [25] for all the experiments. The network contains 39
nodes and 61 bidirectional links. 10 selected nodes (PEs) serve as attachment points for traffic
sources and destinations playing the both SCN and DCN roles simultaneously (as depicted in
Fig. 7). All links connecting network nodes are set to 100 Mbps with 1 ms transmission delay.
Links interconnecting SCNs/DCNs with PE are set to 1 Gbps with 1 ms transmission delay. Such
the configuration allows to avoid bottlenecks in the access part of the network.
We study transmission of the TCP traffic only. Network traffic is injected with use of the
ns-3 internal random number generators. Flow sizes are generated on the basis of the Pareto
distribution with the shape parameter equal to 1.5 and the mean value set to 500 kB. Flow inter-
arrival times were selected in accordance with exponential distribution (the mean value equals
3 ms). The simulation time was set to 100 sec. Data collection was started after elapsing of the
first 10 sec. of the simulation warm-up time.
Simulations were conducted for a few combination of the (CongTh, WarnTh) pairs: (0.8, 0.4−
0.7), (0.85, 0.4−0.7), (0.9, 0.4−0.7), where the warning threshold was increased with 0.1 step.
Each simulation was repeated 20 times. Then, the 95% confidence intervals were computed.
For each pair of the thresholds, we use the same set of seed values to achieve repeatable traffic
conditions. Additionally, such the procedure enables us to carry a fair comparison among different
setups. For all the simulation setups, we fixed the following values of link metrics placed in
LSDB: NORM = 1, WARN = 1000, CONG = 65535.
Moreover, to observe the gain, we performed 20 simulations with the same set of seeds and
the proposed mechanism disabled. This scenario is known as ‘Legacy SDN’, and by it we mean
operation of standard OpenFlow switches, all working in the reactive mode (each switch on the
path always sends the Packet_IN message to the controller when a new flow arrives). For this
case, we take an assumption that the controller allocates flows according to a regular Dijkstra
tree, that is multipath transmission is not used.
Tab. II presents the data obtained for evaluation of our mechanism. This data was collected
from all the nodes. On this basis, we are able to calculate: (a) the total number of the transmitted
(‘Tx’) and received (‘Rx’) bytes; (b) the percentage of dropped packets (‘Drop Pkts’), (c) the
mean achieved network throughput (‘Avg Tput’). Moreover, in the table we include a parameter
expressing the received data gain (‘Rx Gain’) obtained in relation to the situation without use of
the proposed mechanism, as shown in the following equation:
Rx Gain =
Rx − Rx LegacySDN
Rx LegacySDN
× 100%, (1)
where Rx means the total received data during simulation when the mechanism is used, and
Rx LegacySDN expresses the total received data without application of the mechanism.
To estimate the scalability of our mechanism, we gather the total number of flow entries on all
the PE nodes per second (‘Sum of DFT entries (PE)’), and the mean number of labels present on
a single P node per second (‘Avg label entries (P)’). To show the efficiency of flow processing
supported by our tagging approach, during the whole simulation we observe the number of label
entries present on all the P switches and we store the maximum values. In the table, the mean of
maximum values over all simulations is provided (‘Max label entries (P)’). Furthermore, for the
evaluation of flow processing scalability of the proposed mechanism, we define the following
indicator: the maximum Flow Reduction Indicator (‘maxFRI ’). Its calculation is performed as
follows. First, we distinguish flow tuples and labels. The flow tuples are used by PE switches,
while labels represent aggregated flows. The latter are used by the P switches for forwarding.
Supposing that all the PE nodes serve as traffic sources, in each step of the simulation we observe
the total number of flows in the network. Second, we verify how many labels on a single P node
are active due to presence of the mentioned flows. Third, we calculate the average number of
active labels per a single P node. This value shows the mean number of labels used for traffic
processing in the core of a network. Finally, to present a single indicator for the whole simulation
time (simTime), we use the maximum value to calculate maxFRI as shown below:
maxFRI = max
simTime
1− avg(#labelsP )∑
PE
#flows
PE
× 100%. (2)
This value exemplifies the maximum percentage reduction of the number of entries used by
switches in flow tables in comparison to legacy flow switching (without any aggregation pro-
cedure). This number expresses the decrease rate of flow table entries when our mechanism is
used. We want to stress that the maxFRI represents the situation when all flows from all the
PE nodes are present on all core P switches. This is a Key Performance Indicator (KPI) which
enables us to quantify efficiency of flow reduction during the system operation. This KPI is
based on measurements performed during the system run. No other mechanisms are compared
with use of this indicator.
We also define another indicator, known as Comparative Flow Reduction Indicator (‘CFRI ’),
which measures efficiency of flow reduction for core nodes when simulated scenarios are com-
pared. Contrary to maxFRI , CFRI uses simulation data gathered in the both compared mech-
anisms. The indicator is defined as follows:
CFRI =
[
1− avg(#labelsP )
avg(#flowsLegacySDNP )
]
× 100%, (3)
where avg(#labels
P
) is the average number of flow entries (per second) in a core P node when
our mechanism is applied, and avg(#flowsLegacySDNP ) represents the average number of flow
entries (per second) in a core P node when the ‘Legacy SDN’ scenario is considered.
During analysis of Tab. II, we note that in the case of all congestion and warning threshold
pairs, a notable increase of the total received data was observed (RxGain of about 32%). The
main purpose to introduce our mechanism relates to the need for reduction of the number of
flow entries in the core switches, i.e., P nodes. We can observe that the significant reduction
has been obtained due to the flow aggregation procedure based on introduction of centrally
managed MPLS label distribution performed by the SDN controller. Since all flows destined to
DCNs attached to the particular PE node are represented by a single label, a large number of
ingress flow entries from the edge of the network can be served by the same single label in
the core. Then, the number of labels utilized by a single P node depends on the number of PE
switches and the number of the used paths. The number of labels is sensitive to the statistics
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Fig. 8. Average number of network flows and the used labels.
of flow life-times and the idle timeout value used by the garbage collector (in our simulations,
the latter is set to 1 sec.). Since the network core forwards traffic from all the PE switches, it
is instructive to compare the summarized number of flow entries in the network to the number
of labels present in a single P switch. To see the impact of our mechanism, observe columns
‘Sum of DFT entries (PE)’ and ‘Avg label entries (P)’ in Tab. II, where the difference of three
orders of magnitude can be noticed. This result is well seen in Fig. 8, where the time changes
are shown. Despite the fact that the number of flows arriving to PE nodes (in blue) increases,
the number of labels used by P nodes (in red) tends to stabilize. This observation confirms the
high scalability achieved by the proposed mechanism.
Moreover, the indicator defined in Eq. (2) proves potential and considerable scalability of our
mechanism. Namely, the maxFRI illustrates the best achieved result for the considered network
configuration and traffic conditions. In Tab. II, the best achieved value of maxFRI (99.55%) is
marked in bold.
In Fig. 9, we present the comparison of a number of flow entries in each node (per second)
for the two scenarios: the ‘Legacy SDN’ and our mechanism. As one can note, there are many
more flow entries for the ‘Legacy SDN’ case in comparison to our solution. This observation
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Fig. 9. Number of flow entries per node per second. PE node numbers are marked in orange.
follows from the fact that when a network is heavily utilized a single flow is transmitted with
lower throughput. In both scenarios flow inter-arrival time is the same. We use TCP flows, and
they slow down if necessary, thus they are present for much longer periods in the network. That
means that each single node has to maintain flows for a longer time. In result, the number of
flow entries increases. In case of our mechanism, flows can achieve higher throughputs than for
‘Legacy SDN’. Consequently, the process of transmission is finished faster and flow entries in
flow tables are maintained for shorter times. Thanks to multipath transmission, link congestions
are avoided, and different flows between the same source-destination pairs may use distinct
available paths. This way, network resources are utilized more efficiently. While comparing the
‘Legacy SDN’ with our mechanism, one can see a significant reduction in the number of flow
entries, especially for core nodes. This phenomenon can be observed in Fig. 10, where the
average number of flow entries for core nodes is shown. In Fig. 10, a considerable value of
the confidence intervals for ‘Legacy SDN’ follows from the fact that network resources are
unevenly used, i.e., some core nodes are heavily utilized while others are used occasionally.
Such the situation does not appear when our mechanism is applied, and then the network nodes
are used uniformly. This fact can be easily seen in Fig. 9, where the numbers of flow entries
are almost the same for all the P nodes.
Fig. 10. Average number of flow entries in the core node.
Our mechanism significantly limits the communication between switches and an SDN con-
troller. The controller only retrieves link statistics and updates aggregation entries (CFT in PE
nodes, and label entries in P nodes). If we suppose that the controller collects link statistics
and performs the reverse Dijkstra calculation every second (the worst case), the total number of
exchanged messages between the controller and the nodes per second is equal to 117 = 2×39+39
(the request and response for statistics from 39 nodes summed with distribution of flow entries
with labels match using bundle messages). The number of Packet_IN messages per second
for ‘Legacy SDN’ is presented in Fig. 11 for each node separately. Some nodes do not belong to
any path connecting source-destination nodes, therefore the number of Packet_IN messages
equals zero for them. The same reasoning applies to the situation presented in Fig. 9, where the
number of flow entries for such nodes equals zero as well.
In Tab. III, we present some efficiency indicators for the simulated mechanisms. We deal
with the TCP traffic only, thus the total amount of the transmitted data strongly depends on the
amount of bandwidth available in the network. When our mechanism is used, a larger number of
paths to each destination is available, therefore the TCP sources are able to send extended data
volumes. This stems from the fact that TCP window sizes can be steadily increased. We are able
to observe the increased overall transmission throughput in comparison to the ‘Legacy SDN’
case (‘Avg Tput’ column). We want to stress that in all the simulations of the ‘Legacy SDN’ case,
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orange.
we do not implement the delay related to flow installation (including Packet_IN messages
generation, processing and insertion of the resulting flow in the switches). While looking at
the total number of OpenFlow messages served by the SDN controller per second (the ‘No. of
OpenFlow messages’ column), we can conclude that this delay can significantly influence the
throughput. Moreover, it is likely that packets belonging to a single flow can arrive with such a
high frequency that the installation of a forwarding rule in a switch takes place after many packets
from the same flow arrive. This results in triggering many unnecessary Packet_IN messages,
causing further overload of the controller. Additionally, we want to notice that in our simulations,
we consider the situation that only a single Packet_IN message is generated for each separate
flow. Therefore, in real networks the throughput for ‘Legacy SDN’ is expected to be even lower
than the one presented here. In our simulations, the total number of OpenFlow messages is
equal to a doubled number of Packet_IN messages (2×4238.37). We observe as high as 98%
reduction of the number of OpenFlow messages exchanged between the controller and switches
when our mechanism is compared to the ‘Legacy SDN’ case. We want to notice that for this
calculation we used the maximum number of exchanged messages for our mechanism (the worst
case), and the number of OpenFlow messages obtained from ‘Legacy SDN’ simulations, where
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE MECHANISMS
Avg Tput No. of OpenFlow CFRI
[Mbps] messages [%]
Legacy SDN 995.3±7.4 8476.74±33.57 95.78±0.06
Proposed mechanism 1319.8±8.7 ≤ 117 N/A
all messages are processed instantaneously. The achieved reduction of flow entries in the core
nodes (defined by Eq. (3)) in comparison to ‘Legacy SDN’ is summarised in the ‘CFRI ’ column
of Tab. III.
V. RELATED WORK
Some proposals of flow table reduction have appeared in literature. The authors of FAM-
TAR [26] (decentralized mechanism, not SDN-based) introduced aggregation procedure limiting
the number of flows in core routers [27]. Separate flows following the same routing path are
aggregated by marking them with a tag. The tag represents a sequence of nodes on an OSPF
path connecting entry and exit nodes of a domain using FAMTAR. Similarly to the majority
of aggregation mechanisms, nodes are also separated into two classes: edge and core. Edge
nodes use three tables, namely standard Routing Table (RT), Flow Forwarding Table (FFT) and
Aggregation Table (AT). Core routers posess RT and AT. When a new packet arrives to an edge
of the domain, the edge node does not have an entry in FFT. It consults the RT and AT to build
a new FFT entry containing a flow identity, and a tag (from AT), as well as an output interface
(from RT). Then, packets belonging to existing flows are processed in accordance with FFT.
When a packet reaches a core node, it looks up its AT. If match of the tag is not found, the
router looks up its RT for the destination. Next, it creates an AT entry containing the received
tag identity and the output interface (retrieved from RT).
The number of FATMAR’s FFT entries and the number of DFT entries (in our mechanism)
for any considered scenario are the same. The both mechanisms significantly differ in number of
entries stored at the core nodes. Let us consider a network containing 100 edge nodes, all being
entrances and exits of a domain (sources and destinations of a traffic). Suppose that there are no
congested links in the network. For the FAMTAR solution, each connection between edge nodes
is marked with different tag. This gives the total number of 9900 = 99 × 100 (99 destinations
from each 100 sources) tags in the whole network. This number represents the number of flow
entries a single core node has to handle in the worst case, i.e., this core node has to process
communication with all edge nodes. In our case, each connection from any edge node to a
particular exit node is tagged with the same single global MPLS label. This results in the total
number of 100 tags in the whole network. This number is also obtained in the worst case. When
multipath transmission is considered, the both mechanisms recalculate routing in the network.
Supposing the worst case scenario, where all the existing flows are still present on the previous
paths (before the path recalculation takes place), all the old tags have to be maintained. For the
new flows new tags have to be allocated. Therefore, a single change of routing induces increase
of a number of used tags to 19880 = 2×9900 for FAMTAR. When we consider our mechanism,
the core nodes have to maintain only 200 = 2× 100 tags (labels). This way, our mechanism is
much more scalable.
On the other hand, the authors of [28] introduce partitioning of a network into regions and
assume use of two MPLS tags to reduce a number of flow table entries. To compare this
mechanism to FAMTAR and our mechanism let us consider previously used scenario again. To be
consistent with our terminology, we use the ‘edge’ notion for the nodes where host networks are
connected. When a network posessing 100 edge nodes is divided into 10 regions, each with 10
edge nodes, the maximum number of flow entries in a core node is 20 for mechanism proposed
in [28]. Such the number is valid when only one node is a communication point for other regions.
This mechanism offers a better flow scalability than our proposition and FAMTAR. In [28], the
authors use an optimization task for selection of a number of regions. 10 is the optimal value for
regions, resulting in a lower number of flow table entries for the proposed scenario. When one
decides to change the number of regions, the average number of flows increases according to the
following rule: R + E/R, where R is a number of regions and E is a number of edge routers.
However, the authors do not offer any congestion avoidance procedure. In our opinion, use of
a single node as an entrance to each region increases probability of a congestion. We cannot
qualitatively compare this mechanism with our solution because paper [28] does not introduce any
multipath transmission method. The next advantage of our mechanism present contrary to [28]
is a lack of communication between switches and a controller for every new flow installation
(excluding the extension presented is Subsection III-C). The compared mechanism [28] requires
a reactive installation of each new flow in edge nodes.
In [29], the authors propose a dynamic flow aggregation based on VLAN tagging. The basis
for the aggregation procedure is a common path that many flows traverse in the same time.
Since authors of [29] give the performance evaluation based on a ring, a tree and a ring of
trees topologies, it is hard to compare their solution with our universal mechanism. They obtain
48% reduction of flow entries in the core of a network, comparing to 96% in our case. In this
solution, a controller has to maintain a huge database storing information about all the running
flows. We perceive this as a week point. When a packet belonging to a new flow arrives to a
switch, always a Packet_IN message is generated independently whether aggregate exists or
not. Contrary to our approach, this solution creates enormous communication burden between
network nodes and the controller.
In [9], Curtis et al. introduce modification of OpenFlow protocol, known as DevoFlow. In
this solution, similarly to our proposal, a switch is able to insert some flow rules into a flow
table on its own. The authors distinguish two classes of flows based on measurements: mice
and elephants. The former can be installed by a switch itself using proper wildcards, while the
latter require communication with a controller. When a given flow is recognized as an elephant
flow, a switch consults the controller. It finds the least occupied path to the destination and
re-routes this flow by installing proper flow rules in switches on the path found. Communication
between network nodes and the controller is minimized, but still may be significant (depending
on the distribution of elephant flows). Curtis et al. explore also a multipath transmission enabling
congestion avoidance. In contrast to our multipath approach, re-routing of elephant flows may
results in packet reordering.
Wang et al. [30] focus on minimization of the delay between pairs of nodes using precomputed
multiple paths. Nevertheless, the decrease of latency is obtained at a cost of increase in a number
of flow entries at switches. Our approach avoids this trade-off. The solution presented in [31]
concentrates on minimization of communication between the controller and switches. A separate
pool of tags for marking different paths (one per a source-destination pair) is used. Contrary
to our mechanism, this proposal does not implement dynamic reaction to congestions and each
new flow must be processed by the controller, while our solution offers a better flow aggregation
in the core network and significantly reduces number of messages exchanged between the SDN
controller and switches.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
To improve the network utilization and efficiency of SDN-based forwarding, we propose
the mechanism for flow aggregation accompanied with multipath transmission. The performed
experiments show that the application of the mechanism results in 96% reduction of flow entries
in core nodes and 98% reduction of OpenFlow messages. We also observe that the overall
network traffic increases by about 32%. The significant reduction in a number of flow entries
in the core of the network is obtained due to the flow aggregation procedure. The procedure
is enabled by introduction of centrally managed MPLS label distribution. The distribution is
performed by an SDN controller without application of legacy signalling protocols. The increase
of the network traffic has been obtained due to application of multipath transmission. When a
potential link overload is detected, the mechanism dynamically finds new paths for new flows.
Beside the mentioned advantages, our mechanism does not involve new protocols, but uses only
simple modifications of the existing solutions. That is, a modified switch is able to install new
flow rules on its own. Thanks to that communication between the SDN controller and network
nodes is minimized. Moreover, the mechanism may be deployed incrementally using legacy
MPLS nodes in core of the network.
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